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Abstract

The introduction of audio and video content on the World Wide Web has greatly increased traffic

on the Internet.  The large size of these files results in long download times and may result in ex-

cessive start latencies.  Video streaming has been used to reduce this latency.  Frames must be

delivered in a timely fashion due to the real-time nature of audio and video.  Congestion within

the network may delay the reception of frames and cause them to miss presentation deadlines.

Several techniques have been developed previously to deal with congestion as the media is being

transmitted.  A new protocol, the Media Streaming Protocol (MSP), has been developed to stream

audio and video over the Internet, which is fair in its consumption of network bandwidth.  The

protocol incorporates a novel technique to identify congestion within the system.  The algorithm

monitors the state of the system and is able to quickly adjust to the changing capacity of the net-

work.  A feedback mechanism is used to notify the server to take corrective action in the presence

of congestion.  The protocol reduces the amount of data being transmitted and minimizes the

aural and visual defects during playback.  Such a protocol is critical as network bandwidth is in-

creasingly being consumed by audio and video applications.
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1 Introduction

With the explosion in popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW), network traffic has been

steadily increasing and overloading the capacity of many network connections.  The large size of

images and video sequences are particularly to blame for much of this traffic.  Another problem

with the size of these media forms is the latency experienced by the user in downloading these

files.  Video sequences can be very large (on the order of megabytes) and may take unacceptably

long periods of time to transmit.  One technique to reduce this latency is to allow the viewing of

frames in the sequence before the entire sequence is transmitted.  This technique of “video

streaming” has become a popular alternative to waiting for the complete sequence to be down-

loaded before the first frame may be viewed.

In this thesis, a new protocol called the Media Streaming Protocol (MSP), has been developed to

stream video and audio data over the Internet.  The protocol is designed to adapt to congestion

when it occurs within the network.  A feedback loop is utilized to relay information from the cli-

ent displaying the media to the server sending the media to signal when congestion is being expe-

rienced.  When congestion has been noticed, the server will regulate the flow of data in such

away to attempt to relieve the congestion and allow the client to display the data with a minimum

of visual and aural defects.  The flow control mechanism may result in temporary degradation in

playback quality when connections do not have enough bandwidth to accommodate all the data

traffic.  This temporary condition is an attempt to be fair in its consumption of network band-

width.  Client side buffering is employed to smooth the jitter of arriving data packets and to place

packets that arrive out-of-order in the correct location in the sequence.  Lost packets may be re-

transmitted if it is determined that sufficient time remains to retrieve the frame before it must be

presented.

The thesis is organized as follows: section 2 describes some of the previous work that has been

done in the field of video streaming.  Section 3 discusses some of the issues that arise in the

streaming of media data.  Section 4 describes the design of the protocol and section 5 explains the

implementation of the protocol and players in more detail.  Section 6 explains the simulation of

the network used for the experiments and section 7 presents the results of these experiments.

Section 8 discusses some possible directions for further research and section 9 presents some

concluding remarks.  The appendix presents class diagrams of the design used in the implemen-

tation.
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2 Previous Work

Much work has been devoted to the field of video streaming.  Many different approaches have

been taken in the delivery of video data, depending on the working environment.  Most of the

effort has focused on avoiding or reacting to congestion within the network.  Both lossless and

lossy techniques have been developed.  In addition, some techniques attempt to provide guaran-

teed service, while others rely on best-effort service networks.  Schemes that guarantee Quality of

Service (QoS) often try to prevent congestion from occurring by allocating the resources neces-

sary for the transmission of the video data.  In contrast, many best-effort methods react to con-

gestion after it occurs within the network and must take appropriate action.

Lossless techniques require that no information be lost during the transfer of the video sequence

and that the quality of the video sequence not degrades.  These methods ordinarily use reliable

transport protocols or operate on highly reliable networks, such as asynchronous transfer mode

(ATM) networks.  Many video compression techniques create variable bit rate (VBR) video se-

quences.  Such encoding creates inherently bursty traffic when transmitted over a network and

complicates resource reservation.  Schemes have been developed that attempt to smooth the

transmission of video sequences by producing segments of constant bit rate (CBR) traffic [1, 2].

Instead of sending frames at regular intervals, groups of frames are sent at a constant rate.  This

allows large frames to be sent in more time than the period of the sequence and smaller frames to

be sent in less time.  The effect is to reduce the level of burstiness in the network, which has been

shown to produce less congestion.  Video smoothing has also been applied to the transmission of

real-time video sequences, such as video teleconferencing and live broadcast [3, 4].

Other lossless techniques have been developed to guarantee end-to-end delays in local area net-

works (LAN).  Such methods involve incorporating admission control when accepting new con-

nections [5, 6, 7].  Other protocols have been designed to increase the number of acceptable

connections by periodically renegotiating for the currently needed resource requirements [8].  Yet

others have relied on the law of large numbers to reap the benefits of statistical multiplexing for a

relatively large number of uncorrolated streams [9].  Further, it has been demonstrated that in-

creasing the delay (through buffering of data) can increase the statistical multiplexing gain in the

system [10].
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Streaming over the Internet is characterized by best-effort service, since the Internet protocols

(TCP and UDP) provide no hard-time guarantees for timely delivery of data.  This makes lossless

schemes more difficult.  Some lossless techniques deliver frames using a reliable protocol and

buffer a number of frames at the client.  Increases in congestion may deplete the buffer and the

playback of the video sequence must be stopped for some time to allow more frames to be buff-

ered [11, 12, 13].  In order to reduce the risk of buffer underflow, an adaptive scheme it neces-

sary.  Such lossy techniques often utilize a feedback mechanism to notify the sending machine to

reduce the amount of data being sent.  The sending machine may drop frames in the sequence or

send frames with degraded quality (i.e., changing the quantization of encoded frames).  Real-time

capture applications may require that the encoder vary the output based on such feedback [14, 15,

16], while pre-recorded video sequences may require storage of multiple video sequences of

varying quality.  Such lossy schemes may not send all the data in the sequence and may provide

temporary degraded playback for periods of time.  A TCP-like mechanism called the Streaming

Control Protocol (SCP) has been developed where each packet sent is explicitly acknowledged

and expired timers trigger packet retransmission [17].  Several schemes have been developed in

which the client monitors the state of the system and notifies the server via a control channel to

thin the stream of video data transmitted.  A distributed real-time MPEG video and audio player

was developed which incorporated an explicit feedback loop to control the sending of frames

[18].  The user may specify an initial frame rate.  The algorithm compares the user-specified

frame rate, the target frame rate, and the display frame rate, and notifies the server when neces-

sary to drop frames from the stream.  The Video Datagram Protocol (VDP) was developed for use

in a modified version the Mosaic web browser, called Vosaic (Video Mosaic) [18, 20].  Vosaic

extends standard HTML syntax by including tags for audio and video streaming.  The VDP pro-

tocol uses the arrival time of packets to determine the current state of the system.  VDP supports

corrections for congestion in both the network and CPU processing power, as well as retransmis-

sions of lost frames.  The protocol was later incorporated into a plug-in for use in commercial

browsers.

The protocol presented in this thesis is an adaptive lossy protocol, which attempts to deliver the

media data in real-time.  The protocol was designed to operate over the Internet, which is highly

dynamic and only provides best-effort service with no guarantees in QoS.  A novel technique has

been developed to identify congestion within the network.  The protocol reacts to congestion after

it occurs and makes effort to alleviate the congestion by judiciously dropping packets.  The proto-
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col is designed to be fair in its use of bandwidth and to present the audio and video to the user

with a minimum of degradation in quality.
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3 Issues in Streaming Audio and Video

The real-time nature of audio and video data introduces complications that must be considered

when streaming these forms of data.  These complications relate to the method of transmitting the

data, the characteristics of particular media types, and the handling of multiple streams.

3.1  Transport Protocols

Data that is not restricted by the time at which it must be delivered is defined to have soft dead-

lines and allows more variability in the acceptable delivery schedule.  For example, in transmit-

ting files (i.e., using the FTP protocol), the most important criterion is that the file be received

without error.  In such a case, reliability is more important than timely delivery (although it

should not be delayed for too much time).  The underlying protocol must make effort to deliver

all data correctly and in order.  A reliable protocol, such as the Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP), is required as the underlying transport mechanism.  The guaranteed delivery of data, how-

ever, comes at the price of possible delays in the reception of data; multiple retransmissions of

data packets create unbounded delays in delivery.  Subsequent packets may not be delivered to

the user application until previously missing packets arrive.  This delay may be unacceptable for

real-time data delivery.

Real-time data such as audio and video, on the other hand, require the delivery of data in a timely

fashion and must meet hard deadlines.  In this case, receiving data frames before the deadline is

more important than reliable delivery.  That is, a late frame is equivalent to a frame that never

arrives, since it can no longer be displayed and is worthless. An unreliable protocol is acceptable

and desired in this situation, which makes no guarantees for the delivery of data.  Data may be

delayed, out of order, or even missing.  An example of such a protocol is the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP).  UDP makes no guarantees regarding the order and completeness of the data

being transmitted.  Transport schemes built upon unreliable protocols may take some action to

provide some degree of recovery of lost data, but may not require the complete recovery that a

reliable protocol guarantees.  A reliable protocol in such situations would waste bandwidth be-

cause late frames would be retransmitted even though they cannot be used.
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3.2 Media Forms

Digital audio and video sequences are often quite large and must be compressed to reduce both

transmission times and disk storage space requirements.  Depending on the compression tech-

nique, differing ratios of compression may be achieved.  Further, the technique defines if the pro-

duced frames will have differing or similar sizes.  Many video compression techniques produce

VBR frame sequences, in contrast to many audio compression techniques, which produce CBR

frame sequences.

3.2.1 Video

Several video compression techniques (MPEG, H.263) recognize that there is redundant informa-

tion between video frames (statistical redundancy), as well as information that may not be visible

to the human eye (perceptual redundancy) [23, 24].  Statistical redundancy may be exploited by

encoding frames as differences from the next frame, previous frame or both.  Perceptual redun-

dancy can be used to further reduce frame size by eliminating information that cannot be per-

ceived by the eye.

MPEG (Motion Pictures Expert Group) encodes three types of frames to exploit statistical redun-

dancy; I (intra), P (predictive), and B (bi-directional predictive).  I frames have no dependency on

other frames and may be decoded without reference to any other frame.  In contrast, P frames are

encoded as differences from the previous frame, and B frames are encoded as differences from

the previous and next frames.  I frames, therefore, are the most important type of frame, because

all subsequent frames, until the next I frame in the video sequence, rely on it for proper decoding.

Because P and B frames use information from neighboring frames, they are usually significantly

smaller than I frames.  B frames are usually the smallest, using information from two surrounding

frames.  Typical B frames are 10x smaller than I frames.  This variability of frame sizes has im-

plications when they are being streamed across a network, which will be discussed later.

Sets of I, P and B frames are grouped together in repeated sequences known as a Group of Pic-

tures (GOP).  Therefore, the video sequence contains a fixed ordering of frame types.  As will be

discussed later, the knowledge of this predictable sequence of frame types is important for the

protocol when it must adjust to network congestion.
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3.2.2 Audio

Many audio techniques create frames that are identical in size (µ-law, GSM).  This is due to the

fact that there is less information in surrounding frames that can be used to reduce the size of a

frame.1  GSM is a low bit rate audio compression technique that encodes digital audio at 1650

Bps.  The µ-law compression format was developed for voice quality audio.  Compression ratios

of 8000 Bps are achieved for use in digital telephone systems.  The CBR nature of many audio

encoding techniques makes it easily adaptable to transmission over networks.

3.3  Issues in Streamed Media

The variability in frame size of MPEG encoded video sequences produce VBR traffic when the

frames are sent at regular intervals over a network.  This makes the transmission of MPEG videos

inherently bursty.  For example, suppose a video sequence is being transmitted at 10 frames per

second (one frame every 0.1s) and the size of an I frame is 100,000 bits and a B frames is 10,000

bits.  The network capacity needed to send an I frame in 0.1s is 1.0Mbps, while a B frame re-

quires only 0.1Mbps.

A router is in charge of accepting packets, determining where the packet should be routed during

the next hop, and sending the packet.  The UDP protocol maintains a receive buffer in the oper-

ating system kernel for each connection (port) that is used to hold queued packets.  If the output

line has much lower bandwidth than the input line, there is a possibility that the receive buffer

may overflow.   If a packet arrives and there is no room in the receive buffers, UDP will silently

drop the packet.  When packets are dropped, the network is said to be congested, because the

router cannot service the packets at the speed at which they are arriving.

                                                  
1 This is not true of differential audio encoding techniques.
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Congestion occurs when more data is being sent than the network can handle.  If the network is

near its capacity and a new connection is established, the sum of the connections may exceed the

network’s capacity.  With VBR traffic, it is possible that a connection may cause congestion for

itself, regardless of the other connections.  For example, say each MPEG frame is being sent in

one UDP packet and they are being sent at a specified rate, one frame every x seconds.  If a large

packet arrives at a router and the output bandwidth is small, it may take much longer than x sec-

onds to send the packet.  During the time that the packet is being sent, packets are arriving and

being stored in the receive buffers [21, 22].  It is possible that the large packet may take so long to

transmit that the receive buffer becomes full and arriving packets get dropped.  In addition to

dropping packets, UDP may delay or reorder packets.

It is also possible that the server sending the packets may not be able to send the packets at the

prescribed rate, because too many connections have been established.  The problem of processor

speed can also arise on the receiving side of the protocol.  If the processor cannot perform fast

enough for the protocol to work correctly, performance of the protocol may degrade.  The proto-

col must decide how to handle each of these situations.

3.4 Multiple Streams

The differing sensitivity of human hearing and sight indicates that audio and video should be

handled differently when adverse conditions arise that affect the playback of media streams [25].

It is well known that the aural senses are much more sensitive to disturbances than the visual

Figure 1  Diagram of the UDP receive buffers for different ports.  If too many packets
arrive at a single port, packets will be silently discarded.

To kernel

data data data data

data

data data data

data
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senses.  Therefore, it is appropriate to give priority to audio data over video data.  If there is con-

gestion in the network and any data is discarded, it is preferable to discard video data first.

There are several methods when transmitting multiple related media streams.  One method is to

send the audio and video components in one stream, interleaving the two components.  This has

the advantage that the synchronization of the streams for playback is not needed, since, for exam-

ple, one second of video can be interleaved with one second of audio.  Another method is to send

the audio and video components in separate independent streams.  For a protocol that wishes to

adapt to network congestion, this option is more appropriate.  As described above, it is desirable

to give priority to audio, which would be impossible if the streams are integrated into a single

stream.  When a period of congestion is experienced, it is possible to drop some video frames to

relieve the bottleneck, while allowing the audio to flow unaffected.  There may become a point

where congestion is too great and some audio frames may need to be dropped, but this should be

only considered after a greater number of video frames have been dropped.  When using this ap-

proach, however, care must be taken to properly synchronize the audio and video streams during

playback.  Excessive skew (greater than 80 ms) between audio and video streams can cause no-

ticeable synchronization errors [25].
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4 System Design

The following sections give a brief overview of the design of the protocol.  Later sections will

discuss the system in more detail and provide a description of the implementation.

4.1 Control and Data Channels

The MSP protocol uses a point-to-point client-server architecture, as shown in Figure 2.  The

protocol consists of two socket connections; a data channel to send the data frames and a control

channel that allows the client to communicate with the server to relay messages regarding the cur-

rent status of the network.  This feedback loop (control channel) lets the server take appropriate

action in response to requests from the client.  The control channel is also used during the hand-

shaking phase when the protocol is being initialized, and for sending stream header information,

e.g., the MPEG header.  The control channel is a reliable two-way connection using the TCP

protocol.  The data connection uses UDP datagrams to send packets to the client.  This configura-

Figure 2  Diagram of client-server architecture for MSP protocol.  The server
reads the media data from the file and transmits data packets on the data channel.
The client places the data into the buffers until it is read by the media player.  The
control channel is used to relay information from the client to the server to notify
it of problematic conditions within the system.

Media
Player

Control Channel

Data Channel

Media File

Client Server
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tion reduces the delay experienced by data packets and allows the reliable exchange of control

and handshaking information.

4.2 Data Flow

When the client receives packets of data, they are placed in buffers maintained by the protocol.

The buffers allow for random placement, so out-of-order packets may be placed in the correct

location in the buffer.  Every time some data is read by an application, the protocol checks the

status of the buffers to see if the number of frames in the buffer is increasing, decreasing, or sta-

ble.  When ideal conditions are present (there is no congestion and the server is sending out pack-

ets at the correct rate), the number of frames in the buffer should remain constant.  If it is

determined that there are abnormalities in the network or server, the client sends messages via the

control channel to the server to adjust the flow of data to rectify the condition.  The protocol does

not use acknowledgments; it uses feedback from the client (essentially negative acknowledg-

ments) to request reductions in data and retransmission of lost frames.  This has two advantages

in a time critical environment.  First, the amount of traffic flowing on the network is limited and

second, it allows for greater scalability by relieving the server from the burden of the more com-

plicated management of acknowledgments.

4.3 Adaptive Algorithm

Since the data must be presented in a timely fashion, it cannot be delayed for any significant

amount of time.  Measures must be taken when the delay of data becomes too great.  If the net-

work becomes congested, an attempt is made to relieve traffic congestion by decreasing the

amount of data that is being transmitted.  This is achieved by dropping audio and video frames.

As discussed in section 3.3, video frames are dropped before audio frames, due to the difference

in sensitivity of human vision and hearing.

A determination must be made as to when problematic conditions have occurred.  The protocol

monitors the buffer of frames that it has received, but that have not been read by an application

for playback.  A moving set of high and low watermarks is used in this buffer to determine cur-

rent conditions.  More specifically, a problem is indicated when the number of buffered frames

falls below the current low water mark.  When this occurs, a message is sent to the server via the

control channel to take corrective action.  The low and high watermarks are then adjusted down-

ward.  If the number of frames falls below the new low watermark, another message is sent.

Similarly, a message is sent to the server each time a high watermark is passed, indicating that the
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level of severity of current conditions has been reduced and the server can increase the amount of

data it is sending.  The messages that are sent to the server vary depending on the particular

problem in the system.
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5 Implementation

The purpose of developing the MSP protocol was to enable the adaptive transmission of video

and audio data over the Internet.  Much of the traffic over the Internet, especially audio and video

traffic, is initiated through web browsers.  Therefore, it would be appropriate for the protocol to

operate in current web browsers.  In order for executable code to be initiated from a web browser,

it must be either incorporated as a “plug-in” , which must be downloaded by the user, or be writ-

ten in the Java programming language [26].

It was decided that, with the introduction of the Java Media Framework (JMF) in future versions

of web browsers and the increasing performance of the Java virtual machine, implementing the

protocol in Java would be beneficial.  Currently, JMF is not fully mature and was not used. How-

ever, the protocol may be used in the JMF framework when all the necessary functionality is sup-

ported.  The MPEG software decoding engine used is a modification of Berkeley’s mpeg2play

software written in C and has been ported to several different platforms (UNIX and Windows

NT).  A Java interface to the native MPEG decoder methods using the Java Native Interface (JNI)

was developed.  Future work will incorporate JMF and will thus eliminate the need for any native

code.  The Java Audio API was used for audio playback.

Since the protocol operates over a network connection, a client-server architecture was adopted.

The server is responsible for accepting new connections and sending the video frames at regular

intervals.  The client is responsible for monitoring the state of the connection and notifying the

server to adjust transmission if necessary.  Video and audio players may then read the data from

the client for playback of the media data.

Each section below describes different aspects of the implementation.  The implementation is

described by tracing the flow of data through the system.  The protocol is explained first, includ-

ing the client and server sides, followed by a description of the media players used.  The class

name used in each part of the implementation is specified in the parentheses in the heading of

each section; these can be used to match functionality of the components to the UML diagrams

[30] presented in the appendix.  Several design patterns were used in the implementation to pro-

vide a clean and structured design [27, 28, 29].
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5.1 Client Side

As described above, the client side of the protocol is responsible to monitoring the state of the

network, client and server.  If problems in any of these components are realized, the server is no-

tified to take corrective action to relieve the problem.  The client side performs all of the logic

needed to determine if something has gone wrong.  The server merely responds to the information

provided by the client.  This allows the server architecture to be relatively simple and provides

greater scalability.  Therefore, the server can handle more connections, because it will not be bur-

dened by complex algorithms.

The flow of data packets will be used to describe each of the functional units needed and their

responsibilities.  The system is heavily threaded.  However, there are two main threads that do

most of the work on the client side.  The first thread waits for packets from the network and stores

them in its internal buffers.  The second thread is that of the player, which reads the data from the

buffers and presents it to the user.  The flow of data entering from the network will be described

first followed by a description of what happens when data is read by an application.

5.1.1 Packet Structure ( Ë[Ì[Í�Î�Ï�Ð�Ï�ÑÓÒ�Ï�Ô )

Data is transmitted in packets, which contains a header and payload portion.  The header contains

information needed by the client to correctly identify the data contained in the payload and is

needed by the protocol for correct operation.  The header, shown in Figure 3, is 10 bytes long.

The length field (16 bits) specifies the length of the payload in bytes.  The sequence field (16 bits)

identifies the location of the packet in the data stream. The delta field (16 bits) describes the dif-

ference between the original time interval between packets that the server was sending and the

Figure 3  Description of packet header.

media retransmit

0 3115

length sequence

delta interval

type drops pad
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current interval at which the server should be sending packets. The interval field (16 bits) is the

actual time between data packets being transmitted by the server. The type field (4 bits) describes

the type of data specific to the particular media type (i.e., I, P, or B frames).  The drops field (4

bits) describes the number of drop requests that have been received by the server.  The media

field (1 bit) identifies the type of media data in the payload (audio or video).  The retransmit field

(1 bit) tells whether the packet is a retransmitted packet.  The pad field (6 bits) aligns the header

to the byte boundary.

5.1.2 Clocks ( Õ�Ö-×'Ø�Ù )

Applications need to display video frames at regular intervals and frames must be sent over the

network at a regular interval.  It is necessary to have an accurate method of specifying an amount

of time to delay execution while waiting for the interval to expire.  Successive calls to

Ú Û ÜÞÝàßuá'âäãbåuÝ�Ýàæ@çéè  may result in accumulated errors which can give inaccurate delay values over

time, since the method is only accurate on the order of milliseconds (~10 ms) on most operating

systems.  A generic delay object was created to give better results that will stay accurate over

time.  Delay values are always calculated on an absolute time scale.  The end of the current sleep

period is measured from the start of the clock instead of from the last time the call to sleep was

made.  Although delay values are only as accurate as the underlying operating system allows, this

error will remain fixed for successive calls.  This is especially important for matching the rate at

which the data is received off the network, the rate at which frames are read from the displaying

application, and the rate at which the server is sending packets.  If these rates do not match, the

size of the buffer will fluctuate and the protocol will not operate correctly.  An alternate option

Figure 4  Description of clock that measures intervals more accurately.  The next target
interval is subtracted from the current time.  The thread then sleeps for that period of
time.  The target interval marks are measured from the start of the clock.

Start of clock

time

Current time

Time to
sleep

Interval
markers
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would be for the delay function to loop continually until the specified delay was reached.  This

busy approach gives more accurate results (~ 1 ms), but requires excessive CPU cycles.

5.1.3 Transmission of Media Data ( êìë�í-î�ï�ð'ñÉë�ò )

Packets are transported over the network via a transport object.  A simple object encapsulates the

methods needed to create and destroy a UDP connection, as well as to send and receive packets

over the connection.  The underlying transport protocol could be any protocol that is deemed ac-

ceptable.  UDP fills the needs of real-time transport, but may be replaced if desired.

5.1.4 Stream Creation ( ó�ô�õ�ô-ö'÷-øúù û'ü )

Once a media stream is requested, a connection to the server must be established.  When the

server has been contacted, the client’s host and port are transmitted to the server so that UDP

packets may be sent to the correct destination.  The server next sends some initialization informa-

tion over the control channel needed to create the correct client side engine (media type and for-

mat), described below.  Once the stream has been established, the client can begin to accept data

packets from the network.2

5.1.5 Client Side Engine ( ýÿþ�������ý���������þ
	 )

The client side engine is the component that manages the data buffers, network monitor and ac-

cess to the control channel.  The engine accepts packets from the network and stores them into the

buffers.  It also allows higher level applications to read data from the buffers.  It is responsible for

determining when problems have occurred in some component of the system, be it the network,

client or server, and how to correct the situation.  Most of the tasks it must perform are delegated

to other objects.  These objects are discussed in the following sections.

5.1.6 Packet Buffering ( ������������������
� )

Once a data packet has arrived, it must be stored until an application reads the data.  Buffering the

data allows the protocol to smooth the jitter in the arrival of packets and allows packets to be

given to an application in the correct order if they arrived in incorrect order.  Since it may be nec-

essary to place the packets in a different order from how they arrive, the sequence number of the

packets must be preserved.  However, it is important that data be read quickly once it has been

                                                  
2 The ���������������! �"  class extends #�$&%'$�(*),+�-�.�/�$*)10�243�5�3�6�3�78):9&;�7�7�<�$�5�$�=�3>;�6�-  as required by JMF.  Although
JMF is not currently being used in the implementation, the class hierarchy follows the JMF specification so
that the protocol can be easily incorporated into the JMF framework.
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requested.  The buffer has been implemented as two buffers, one for data and one for sequence

numbers.  Once a packet arrives, the header is stripped off and the necessary components are

stored in the appropriate buffer.  This allows for quick retrieval of data, while retaining the cor-

rect ordering of packets within the buffers.

The object encapsulating the buffers provides methods for writing and reading to and from the

buffers.  When frames are read from the buffers, it must be decided whether the desired frame is

present, has been dropped by the protocol, or never arrived.  When frames have been dropped by

the protocol, the packets contain only header information and no payload data.  As will be de-

scribed later, this is important for the correct retransmission of missing packets.  Correct frames

are simply returned to the requester.  A reference to the last correct packet passed to the requester

is maintained to deal with dropped and missing frames (an empty packet is maintained in the case

of audio).

Since an application requesting data is expecting to get frames at a controlled rate, some data

must be passed for each request.  (The design does not allow the player to pause until the next

correct frame is available.)  In the case of missing and dropped frames, the data of the last correct

frame is used as a placeholder. For example, if frames 100 – 105 do not arrive, frame 99 will be

supplied for frames 99 – 105.  While frames 100 – 105 are being read, the low sequence number

in the buffer is adjusted accordingly, but frame 106 would be the first frame in the buffer.  Al-

though this method of returning the same frame multiple times may give some visual or aural de-

fects in playback, it is necessary to keep the real-time nature of the streams in tact, as well as

synchronization between the streams.  However, the protocol attempts to minimize these defects

by regulating the amount of data being transmitted and therefore reducing the number of frames

dropped by the network. Section 5.2.5 will explain how the protocol is able to reduce the visual

degradation.

Another alternative would be to stall the player if a frame was found to be missing or dropped.

This would create a tight coupling between the protocol and the player, which would hamper the

ease of using different playback software with the protocol.

Before a packet is placed into the buffers, the client side engine checks to see whether it is the

expected packet.  If it is not, it signals that the network has dropped a packet and a request is

made to retransmit the frame.  This request is only issued if it is estimated that the retransmitted
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frame would arrive soon enough to be displayed.  The implementation allows frames to be re-

transmitted only once; multiple requests to retransmit packets would increase the amount of con-

gestion in the network.

5.1.7 Round Trip Time Calculation ( ?*@�@ )

In order to determine whether a retransmitted packet could arrive before the deadline for dis-

playing the frame, an estimate of the round trip time is needed.  This time is the measure of how

long it would take to send a request and receive the frame.  At regular intervals (every 3 seconds),

a message is sent via the control channel.  The current time is attached to the request.  Once the

server receives such a message, it is immediately returned to the client.  The client can then sub-

tract the current time from the timestamp in the message.  A low-pass filtering function is used to

slightly smooth the value using past values:

                                                 RTT = α RTT + (1 – α) RTTold (1)

where 0 ≤ α ≤  1.  The variable α is the degree of weight given to old and new values.  In the im-

plementation, α was set to 0.8.

The round trip times are a bit optimistic, since the packets being sent for the calculation are much

smaller than actual data packets, which may take more time to transmit.  However, the round trip

time calculation is only an estimate, since the current network bandwidth can be highly dynamic

and therefore is an acceptable estimate for the current state of the network.

5.1.8 Sending Control Messages ( A�B�C�D
E8B�F�F�G
E )

Any messages that must be guaranteed to reach the server from the client are sent on the control

channel.  Handshaking messages sent during protocol initiation are also sent in this channel.  The

control channel uses TCP as the transmission protocol to guarantee delivery.  All command mes-

sages are sent as text strings (Java UTF), similar to many other existing protocols, such as FTP

and SMTP.  An object was created to encapsulate the sending of all possible control messages.

The possible messages include:

1. MSP_FRAME retransmit a particular frame

2. MSP_RECV initiate connection handshake

3. MSP_DROP drop some number of media frames to the stream
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4. MSP_ADD add some number of media frames to the stream

5. MSP_PERIOD change the sending period between frames

6. MSP_RTT round trip time timestamp

7. MSP_TRANSFER start transmitting data

8. MSP_HOST host to send data to

9. MSP_PORT port to send data to

10. MSP_STREAMS number of streams to send (1 or 2 for audio and/or video)

11. MSP_ID unique identifier used to synchronize start of streams

12. MSP_STOP stop transmission

This object can both send and receive messages.

5.1.9 Gathering Statistics ( H�I�J�I�K�L�I�K�M�L )

Once a packet has been received and placed into the buffers, some statistics must be gathered that

are needed for operation of the protocol.  The protocol uses relative timestamps of certain meas-

ured intervals to monitor how the system is operating.  The three intervals are the packet arrival

interval, sending interval, and reading interval.  These are the time interval between successive

packets arriving at the client, sent by the server, and read by an application, respectively.  Each of

the interval values is measured as an average of the last 5 values collected (this gives more stable

values when conditions are in flux).  The use of these values will be described below in section

5.1.11.  Information from retransmitted frames is not used, since they are not sent at any regular

interval.

The previous sections described the flow of data as it enters the client.  Once the data is in the

protocol buffers, it may be read from an application for display to the user.

5.1.10 Buffer Access Regulator ( NPO�Q�R�S�T�U�V
W )

When an application wishes to display frames, it must read the encoded data, decode it into raw

frames and present them to the user at regular intervals.  Many video decoders don’ t read one

frame at a time, but rather read fixed amounts of data.  Allowing the decoder to read the data in

this fashion would cause the size of the buffer holding data within the protocol to decrease rap-

idly.  As the decoder is decoding frames and the application is displaying the frames, the buffer
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size increases as data packets are arriving from the network.  This would continue during the

playback of the video sequence, creating an oscillation in the size of the buffers.

As will be described in the next section, the proper operation of the protocol depends on the sys-

tem being in steady state, i.e., frames should be read from the buffers at the same rate as they ar-

rive from the network and are written to the buffers.  If any decrease in the size of the buffer is

noticed, it must signify some problematic condition in the system, not a request for data from the

decoder.  Therefore, it is necessary to regulate the speed at which the decoder is allowed to ex-

tract frames from the buffer.  A mechanism is installed within the X�Y[Z]\_^a`  method, which regu-

lates the rate of read method calls.  Every time data is read, the protocol suspends the calling

process for an amount of time, so data is accessed at intervals equal to the period of the video se-

quence display.  In addition, only one frame of data may be read at a time.  For example, if the

video sequence frame rate is 10 frames per second, each read call would be suspended for 100 ms

from the previous call.  Each read call would only be allowed to copy one frame of data to the

decoder, not the complete buffer that the decoder requested.

The regulating mechanism can be thought of as a token bucket, where ρ = 1/fps, β = infinity (no

upper bound on the bucket size).  Therefore, if the decoder is stalled for some reason, the regula-

tor can accumulate credits at a rate of one credit for each period of time elapsed.  When the de-

coder does finally issue the read, it may read as many credits worth of frames as have

accumulated.  In this way, the decoder will not deviate from the given frame rate of the video se-

quence.  The regulating mechanism uses the clocking mechanism described in 5.1.2 for accurate

time measurements.  The end result is that during correct operation of the protocol the number of

frames in the buffer should remain stable.

5.1.11 Protocol Monitor ( b�c�d�d�e
f]ghf8i�j�kPe
f )

The protocol must determine when problems in the system have occurred.  This can be due to

network congestion, a slow server, or a slow client.  The protocol uses the changing size of the

buffer over time to determine the current state of the system.  This offers a more stable reference

than simply measuring the inter-arrival time of packets.  If the buffer size starts to decrease, some

problematic condition has occurred.  Similarly, an increase in the size of the buffers signals relief

of the condition.
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One method to accomplish this task would be to set a high and low watermark in the buffer.

When the buffer size decreases below the low watermark, action would be taken to rectify the

problem.  The problem with this approach is that it can take action only one time.  If the system

problem persists and the buffer size continues to decrease, no further action can be taken, since

the low watermark has already been passed.  Therefore, the protocol uses a moving set of high

and low watermarks.  The buffer is logically broken into slots, which represent a fixed number of

frames (See Figure 5).  The boundaries of the current slot mark the current high and low water-

marks.

Three values may be specified to the protocol to tune the operation; the buffer time, slot time, and

check time.3  When the protocol is first started, a number of frames are prefetched and buffered

before an application is allowed to read them.  The amount of time that frames should be prefetch

may be specified to the protocol and is called the buffer time.  For example, if the frame rate is 10

frames per second and the amount of time to prefetch is 4 seconds, 40 frames will be prefetched.

The high and low watermarks are initially set at the boundaries of Slot 1.  If the number of frames

in the buffer decreases so that no more frames are in Slot 1, the high and low watermarks are ad-

justed to the boundaries of Slot 2.  This continues as long as the size of the buffer decreases.

Similarly, if the size of the buffer increases above the high watermark, the high and low water-

marks are adjusted up to the next slot.  Once a new slot has been entered, it must be determined

what caused the change in buffer size and the server is notified to take appropriate action.  The

size of the slots (and number of slots) may be specified to the protocol by specifying the slot time.

                                                  
3 Buffer time, slot time and check time are specified in milliseconds in the implementation.

Figure 5  Diagram of logical slots in buffer.  The buffers are divided into slots, which the
protocol uses to determine the state of the system.  High and low watermarks are used to
determine when problems have occurred in the system.

Frames
To application

...
From network

Slot 1Slot 2Slot n Slot n-1
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The number of frames in a slot can be calculated by dividing the slot time by the period of the

media sequence.

One additional parameter may be specified to the protocol: the check time.  The check time tells

the protocol at what point to start paying attention to decreases in buffer size (e.g., start checking

decreases in buffer when the high and low watermarks are at Slot 3).  As described in section 3.4,

video frames should be dropped before audio frames since human hearing is more sensitive than

vision.  Therefore, the check time of audio stream should be lower than the corresponding video

stream.  For example, suppose the network becomes congested and both the audio and video

buffers start to decrease.  Once the video buffer decreases passed a low boundary and is lower

than the check time, video frames will be dropped, but audio will not be touched, since the check

time has not been reached yet.  This will give the network time to adjust to the congestion and

leave the audio unaffected.  Using this mechanism, the same protocol can be used for both audio

and video.  The check time adds the ability to specify priorities for different streams.

In order to determine the cause of any problems in the system, the relative timestamps taken at

several parts of the system are compared.  The algorithm is based on the assumption that the rela-

tive rates of the clocks of different machines are fairly close, even though the clocks may not be

synchronized.  Timestamps are recorded each time a frame is sent from the server, a frame is re-

ceived at the client, and a frame is read by an application.  The timestamps are used to calculate

the interval between successive sending, arrival and reading of packets.  During proper operation

of the protocol, each of the interval values should be identical.  Each time a watermark is passed,

the interval values are compared4 to determine what caused the change in buffer size and what

corrective action should be taken.  When a low watermark has been passed (the buffer is de-

creasing), the following intervals are compared:

1. Arrival interval > sending interval tells if the network is congested.  When the server is

operating correctly, each packet should be sent at constant time intervals.  If the arrival

interval is less than the sending interval, congestion is signified, since the network is de-

laying packets.  A message is sent to the server to drop frames from the stream.

2. Sending interval > proper sending interval tells whether the server is sending data too

slowly.  This may happen if the server CPU is overloaded.  If the actual sending interval

                                                  
4 The relative difference of values must be greater than 20% in order for a difference to be recognized.
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in greater than the interval at which the server should be sending packets, not enough

CPU power is available.  A message is sent to the server to drop some number of frames

from the stream.  This will reduce the time needed to send packets, since no data must be

read from disk.

3. Read interval > real frame rate of media tells whether the client is slow.  The frame

rate at which the media should be delivered to the client is known.  Each time an applica-

tion reads a frame from the buffers, the interval is recorded.  If this interval increases, the

client does not have sufficient CPU power to keep up with the correct rate.  Currently, no

action is taken for this case in the implementation.

In the current implementation, an attempt is made to correct any problem by sending requests to

the server to drop frames sent in the stream.  Therefore, if the buffer is increasing in size and a

high watermark is passed, a request to add frames to the stream is requested in all cases.

A question that arises is what action should be taken when it is found that the network has

dropped a frame due to congestion.5  Often congestion will result in several consecutive frames to

be dropped by the network.  As described in section 5.1.6, missing packets are retransmitted by

the server.  However, requests to retransmit packets will result in more data traffic and possibly

more congestion. Should packets be retransmitted?  The answer is “yes”.  It is better to let the

protocol regulate what packets are to be dropped, not the network.  In addition, any particular

packet may only be retransmitted once.  If it is dropped a second time by the network, the data in

the packet is lost.  As will be discussed in section 7, better results are obtained if the protocol de-

cides what frames are to be dropped, since it has knowledge of what frames are more important

for playback.

5.2 Server Side

The previous sections described the flow of data at the client.  This section will focus on the

server side of the protocol.  The server is responsible for accepting new connections and re-

sponding to feedback from the client.

                                                  
5 Note that the network dropping frames is different from the protocol dropping frames.  The network drops
frames when there is congestion.  The protocol drops frames in an attempt to relieve congestion.
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5.2.1 Accepting Connections ( l�m
npo�m
n )

The first task of the server is to accept new connections.  Once a connection has been accepted, a

new thread is spawned to handle the particular connection.  A control channel is also established

for reliable communication with the client.  If more than one stream is required for the session

(i.e., audio and video), it is necessary to synchronize the start of the two streams.

5.2.2 Synchronization of Streams ( q�r
s8t�uwvxqzyx{�|�}~s8��{�����t
s )

All streams are sent via separate connections.  It is necessary for the client to present the streams

in a synchronized fashion to the user (described in section 5.3.4).  The server can ease this burden

by starting to send the frames in each stream as close as possible.  After a connection has been

accepted, some data specific to the particular media must be loaded into memory.  For example,

each MPEG video file stored on disk has an associated file containing information about the

characteristics of the video, such as size, byte offset in the video file, the frame type and frame

number of each frame.  This file must be parsed and stored in memory for quick access to frame

information.6  In contrast, GSM audio contains constant sized frames, so very little parsing is

necessary.  Therefore, it is necessary to delay the start of the audio stream until the video stream

is ready to start.

The connections in every session contain unique identifiers.  The identifier is used to match re-

lated audio and video stream so that simultaneous connections from different clients will not in-

terfere.  The stream synchronizer uses a hash table to match up incoming connection requests.

The client will send the number of streams that will be created in the session.  If more that one

connection will be associated with the session, the first connection will be entered into the hash

table, will parse any necessary data, and will wait for the other stream.  When the other stream is

ready, it will notify the waiting connection to proceed and the entry will be removed from the

table.

5.2.3 Server Side Engine ( ���
�p���
�p���������w������������� )

Similar to the client side, the server side contains an engine that delegates the tasks needed for the

protocol to other objects.  The main task of the server side engine is to send data packets to the

client at regular intervals.  It is also responsible for responding to requests from the client, such as

dropping and adding frames to the stream.
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5.2.4 Packaging of Data ( ���
�p�������������P�
� )

Frames of data must be packaged into datagrams to be sent to the client.  Recall the packet struc-

ture from section 5.1.1.  The packet header must be filled and the payload added.  Depending on

the type of media (audio or video), different objects must be invoked in order to fill in the data

properly.  The object must first parse apart the necessary files (see section 5.2.2).  The object can

then respond to requests to create datagrams containing frames of data.

5.2.5 Dropping of Frames

When a request is received by the server to drop frames from the stream, it must decide what

frames are to be dropped.  For MPEG video, one possibility would be to start at the end of a GOP

and start dropping one frame at a time.  Each drop request would result in another frame being

dropped from the GOP. This approach has two disadvantages.  First, since P and B frames are

usually much smaller than I frames, little relief would be experienced.  Second, since the client is

expecting frames at a regular rate, something must be put in the place of the dropped frame when

the client decoder requests it.  Since P and B frames require references to neighboring frames,

anything used to replace the missing frame would result in visual defects.  When the first drop

request arrives after a period of no congestion, the frames up to the next I frame are dropped.7

However, the protocol drops every frame in a GOP, except the I frame, after that.  A second drop

request would result in dropping all frames in two GOPs except the first I frame.  This method

continues for each successive drop request from the client (see Figure 6).  This minimized the

number of dependencies that are broken and thus reduce the visual degradation.

                                                                                                                                                      
6 This is the Vosaic “ .mpg.par” file.  The server also uses the Vosaic “ .vos”  file to obtain information about
the difference in start times of video and audio for presentation to the user on the client side.
7 An alternate method would be to wait until the next I frame to start dropping frames.  However, this
would decrease response time.  For example, for a sequence of 6 fps and a GOP of 12 frames, if the request

Figure 6  An example GOP sequence.  Bold typed letters are those frames
that are dropped for a) one drop request and b) two drop requests.

a)

b)

I B B P B B I B B P B B I B B P B B I B B P B B

I B B P B B I B B P B B I B B P B B I B B P B B
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Dropped frames are not simply eliminated from the data stream.  Instead, packets with no payload

are sent.  Since the header is only 10 bytes, the overhead is not too great.  Packets are still sent so

that the client can decide whether a packet was received out-of-order.  Otherwise, it would not

know whether the network dropped the packet and it therefore must request that the packet be

retransmitted, or whether the packet was received out-of-order.

5.2.6 Retransmission of Frames ( �������P������ �¡���¢
£p¤ )

When the network drops frames, the client may request the frames to be retransmitted if time is

available.  Frames are not buffered in memory; rather, if a frame is to be retransmitted, it is sim-

ply read from the video file again.  One complication that arises is when the network drops a

frame that was originally dropped by the protocol (only the header is sent).  The client will re-

quest the frame to be resent.  However, this frame is not really needed for playback, since it con-

tains no data.  Therefore, the server need not retransmit the frame.  The server needs to keep some

sort of record as to which frames were originally dropped by the protocol.  This record is main-

tained in a bit vector.  The status of the last x packets sent is maintained, where 1 signifies the

packet was sent, 0 signifies the packet was dropped by the protocol (x = 128 for the implementa-

tion).  Using this simple mechanism, the server can decide whether to send packets that are re-

quested for retransmission.

5.3 Player Framework

The protocol described above is independent of the playback mechanism.  Any software that sup-

ports the decoding and playback of the media forms can be used.  In order to evaluate the result-

ing quality of audio and video provided by the protocol, several players were developed.

Currently, JMF does not support all of the necessary requirements needed for the implementation

and was not incorporated into the system.  Separate audio and video playback software was de-

veloped for the evaluation.  Figure 7 illustrates the general design of the audio (GSM) and video

(MPEG) players used in the implementation.  Frames are read from the Protocol Buffers and

placed into a contiguous circular Shared Buffer. This buffer is constantly kept full by a thread

( ¥]¦]§]§�¨ª©�«'¬®[¯°¨°© ) that loads frames into the buffer.  The Media Player is then free to read from the

Shared Buffer and can present the data to the user using the Playback Device.  New players for

                                                                                                                                                      

to drop arrived when the server had just sent an I frame, it would have to wait almost 2 seconds until it
could start dropping frames.
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different media formats can easily be incorporated into the player framework.  The specific parts

of each player are described below.

5.3.1 GSM Player ( ±x²z³~´zµ�¶w·�¸
¹ )

The audio decoding software used was developed by Vosaic Inc. and is part of the TVStation

playback software [11].  It converts GSM compressed audio to µ-law format.  The conversion

process is done entirely in Java.  Data is sent

over the network in GSM format and is con-

verted before the data is sent to the audio device

using the º]»]¼�½:¾¿»'À8Á'Â  package (this package will

be superceded by JMF).  GSM has higher com-

pression ratios than µ-law, so the extra process

of converting the data is acceptable, because the

transmission of the data takes less bandwidth and

is less likely to cause congestion.  The
Ã]Ä]ÅzÆ:Ç°ÄÉÈËÊÍÌÎÆÐÏ8Ä[È¿Ê'Ì¿Ñ�Ò[Ç�Ó8Ô8Õ  class reads data from a

stream and sends the data to the native audio de-

vice.  The player cannot read directly from the

protocol buffers, since the data must be first

converted. The small intermediate shared buffer

is used to hold the µ-law format data from which

the player reads; the GSM data is converted be-

fore it is placed into the shared buffer.

5.3.2 MPEG Player ( Ö~×wØ�Ù~×zÚ�ÛwÜ�Ý�Þ )

The MPEG video player follows the same design

as the audio player.  The MPEG decoder is the

only component that requires native code.  A

modified version of the mpeg2play software de-

veloped at the University of California at Berkeley was used as the MPEG decoder.  A Java inter-

face was placed on top of the native code to allow access from the Java classes.  The decoder was

modified to make it flexible enough to read from any source (i.e., file, network, buffers, etc.). 8

                                                  
8 Any class that extends the ß�à&á'à*â1ã�ä*â1å�æ�ç�è�é�ê�é®ë4ì�à�í  abstract class may be used as the data source.

Figure 7  Design of media players.
The loader places data into the circular
shared buffer.  The media player reads
data at a controlled rate and sends it to
the playback device.

loader

Media Player

Shared Buf fer

Protocol Buffers

Playback Device
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The media player requests frames at regular intervals (the period of the video sequence) and pres-

ents the images (î�ï'ð¿ñ'ò�óªï�ô[ð�ò�õ ).

5.3.3 Media Player ( öx÷xøz÷�ù
ú8û�ü�ý~øzþ�üwÿ�û
ú )

The players were developed to present the different media formats.  A player that presented both

audio and video simultaneously was developed to create a combined format session.  The com-

bined player simply creates individual players ( �����������	��
�����	������������  and �������������������� "!$#&%$'���� )
and starts them together.  The only complication is synchronization of the streams.

5.3.4 Synchronization of Streams ( (*),+�-/.102(4325/6/78+�9:5<;*=/-,+ )
After the creation of the players, data packets begin being sent to the client (recall each media

stream uses a different connection).  The streams must be started at the correct time to achieve

proper synchronization.  The same synchronization mechanism described in section 5.2.2 was

used.  Before the players may start, they must prefetch some packets into the shared buffer.  After

both players have buffered the correct amount of data, they are allowed to proceed.

The synchronization of streams is achieved by running each stream against an absolute clock (see

section 5.1.2).  The rates of both streams are known.  Therefore, synchronization is required only

at the start of the streams.  After the start of the media playback, no further synchronization is

needed.
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6 Simulated Network ( >@?BADCFEHGJI )

In order to test the protocol, media must be sent over a network and congestion must be present in

the network.  For congestion to appear, the capacity of the network must be low enough for

frames to be dropped and delayed.  For a given network, the amount of data transmitted must ap-

proach the limit of available bandwidth.  This requires that the video sequences are encoded in

such a way that this limit is reached (audio is encoded as CBR, so no adjustments may be made). 9

An environment was created to simulate the congestion on a network.  The network bandwidth

could be tuned to different baud rates to test varying amounts of congestion.  The simulated net-

work also allowed experiments to be more accurately reproduced, as well as allowed experiments

to be conducted on a single machine, eliminating the need for a real network connection.

The network simulation component was introduced between the client and server.  All data

flowed through this component.  This component had the ability to modify the normal flow of

data between the client and server.

                                                  
9 Encoding at a higher rate, larger frame dimensions, or more bits per pixel, may increase the size of the
video sequence.

Client Server
Simulated
Network

Data Channel

Control Channel

Data Channel

Control Channel

Figure 8  Diagram of simulated network.  A component is placed between the client and
server to delay data packets.  The baud rate at which packets are sent may be adjusted.
Low baud rates may result in buffer overflow and loss of packets.
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6.1 Design

Two approaches were considered in the design of the simulated network.  The first design pro-

vided three variables to alter network characteristics:

1. Percentage of dropped packets.

2. Burstiness.

3. Number of out-of-order packets.

This design tested certain aspects of the protocol, but did not simulate a real network very well.

The second design did a much better job of simulating a real network.

The second design tried to reproduce more accurately what was happening within the operating

system with respect to the network connections.  The simulator focused on providing congestion

on the data (UDP) channel.  The control (TCP) channel was not subject to congestion (messages

sent via the control channel were never delayed).  Allowing the control channel to become con-

gested would have made the simulation significantly more complex.  This had a small effect on

the overall simulation, since most of the data is transferred via the data channel.  Neglecting con-

gestion in the control channel would give a slightly better response to the simulated network.

However, the main goal of the simulation was to approximate some of the trends that would oc-

cur in a real network.

Recall the discussion in section 3.3.  Point-to-point network connections consist of two endpoints,

possibly with several routers in between.  Each router accepts packets and transfers them to the

next stop of the path.  The operating system allocates a certain amount of buffer space for each

connection.  It is possible for the allocated buffers to overflow, if too much data arrives before it

can be sent out again.  UDP will silently discard the packets that do not fit in the buffers.  The

network simulator emulates this behavior by delaying the rate at which packets can be sent.  By

dividing the size of the packet by the baud rate, the time to send the packet can be calculated.

The simulated network sends frames and waits for the remaining amount of time before sending

the next packet.  For example, if a packet is 1000 bits and the baud rate is 2000 bps, the packet is

sent and then waits for 0.5 sec (minus the actual time to send the packet).  This allows packets to

build up in the operating system kernel buffers, which could possibly overflow (i.e., packets

would be dropped).  The baud rate can be adjusted to vary the speed at which packets can be sent

over the (simulated) network, thus varying the amount of congestion experienced.
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Since the second approach followed the behavior of a real network more closely, it was adopted

for the video transmission experiments.

6.2 Comparison of Real and Simulated Networks

The simulated network was designed to reproduce some of the trends that appear in a real net-

work in a more controllable environment.  A comparison was made between the real and simu-

lated networks to determine how accurately the simulation could capture the trends of the real

network during a video transmission.  The comparison was made by observing the number of data

packets present in the protocol buffers with respect to time.  The video sequence used in all of the

following experiments was an MPEG sequence of George Michael’s video “Jesus to a Child” .

The video sequence was comprised of 1718 frames encoded at 6 frames per second with a GOP
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Figure 9  Graph comparing the number of frames in the protocol buffer using the protocol
over a  modem connection and over the simulated network.
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of IBBPBBPBB.  The image dimensions were 160 x 120 pixels.  The experiment compared the

sequence running over a 14.4 baud rate Point-to-Point (PPP) modem connection and the simu-

lated network with baud rate set to 9000 bps.  The simulated baud was set lower to compensate

for overhead within the modem connection.  The PPP connection also traversed four intermediate

routers, which may increase the delay of packets.

As can be seen from Figure 9, many of the trends of the real network are captured.  At the begin-

ning of the sequence, the size of the buffers decreases rapidly.  This rapid decrease occurs be-

cause the video has large amounts of motion in the beginning sequences, which creates larger

frames.  The protocol then reduces the amount of data being transmitted and the buffer size in-

creases.  The size remains high between 50 and 150 seconds and then decreases again.

Two observations can be made from the comparison.  First, the maximum and minimum buffer

size is often greater for the real network.  Second, the real network values generally lag behind

the simulated network.  Both of these observations are due to the fact that the control channel did

not introduce delay in the simulated network.  By adding delay into the control channel, the real

network reduces response time of client messages to the server.  If the client sends a message to

the server requesting a drop of frames from the stream, the server on the real network gets the

message slightly later than the server on the simulated network.  This means that the flow of data

will not be decreased as quickly and congestion continues for a longer period of time.  This de-

crease in response time forces the size of the protocol buffers to drop further before the decrease

in data traffic can take effect.  With this decrease in response time, the general rise and fall of the

buffer size lags the simulated network.  Although the comparison is not exact, many of the im-

portant trends are followed and it provides a sound basis for further experimentation.
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7 Results

Experiments were performed to gauge the effectiveness of the protocol.  The first experiment

compared the quality of playback with the protocol operational and with the protocol turned off.

That is, packets were buffered and placed in the correct order in the protocol buffers, but no ad-

aptation was attempted.  Experiments were also performed to determine the optimal parameters to

the protocol.

7.1 Adaptation v. No Adaptation

It is interesting to see what effect the adaptation has on the size of the buffers as compared to no

adaptation.  All aspects of the protocol were identical for the case of no adaptation, except for the

fact that no action was taken when the buffer decreased in size and no frames were retransmitted

(essentially UDP with reordering of packets).  Figure 10 shows the results of this experiment.
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Figure 10  Graph comparing the number of frames in the protocol buffers with the adapta-
tion algorithm turned on and off.
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The baud rate was set to 10000 bps and the buffer time was 8.0 sec. When the protocol used ad-

aptation, the slot time was set to 1.0 sec and the check time to 6.0 sec. It can be seen that the case

of no adaptation gave a substantially lower number of frames in the buffer for every point during

the video sequence.  Although the buffer never did underflow, it was at risk of doing so for al-

most the whole sequence.  Any slight increase in congestion at any time would have caused the

buffer to underflow, leaving no data in the buffer.

Let the vulnerable period be defined as the period during which there are only ¼ of the desired

number of frames.  This value can represent the period in which the buffer is close to becoming

empty.  It can be seen that for this sequence, the buffer is in the vulnerable period for much of the

sequence.

There is a further problem that is not visible from the graph; the quality of the video deteriorates

when there is no adaptation.  The problem is that the network drops packets randomly, while the

adaptive protocol drops less important frames (P and B).  When frames are dropped at random, it

Figure 11  Explanation of vulnerable period.  The buffer enters the vulnerable period
when the number of frames is ¼ of the full buffer.
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is equally likely to drop P and B frames as it is I frames.  I frames are the most important frames,

since they are references for other frames.  If an I frame is dropped, every frame in the GOP can-

not be rendered correctly.  If only P and B frames are dropped, which is what the protocol does,

the video may pause on a particu-

lar frame for more than the normal

amount of time, but there will be

no visual defects in the displayed

images.  This is important for the

acceptability of the video quality

for the user.

7.2 Quality of Video

A further study was conducted to

measure the quality of the video

playback for the algorithm with

and without adaptation.  Quality

was measured as the number

frames that were correctly dis-

played.  Incorrectly presented

frames may result from a broken

dependency or an I frame that is

presented more than once in place

of another frame (dropped by the

protocol).  A missing frame will

result in frames being decoded with incorrect information (differences are being taken from the

wrong frame).  A broken dependency will result in degraded quality, since the frame is being de-

coded incorrectly, using an incorrect reference frame.  For example, for the GOP sequence de-

scribed above, a missing P frame will result in all frames after it in the GOP to be incorrectly

decoded, as well as the previous two B frames.  Therefore, for this particular GOP sequence, if

the first P frame in the GOP is missing, there will be 11 broken dependencies.  Figure 12 de-

scribes the broken dependencies for the four different possible scenarios.

Figure 13 shows the results of this study.  It can be seen that for large amounts of congestion (low

baud rates), the adaptation algorithm was able to reduce the number of incorrectly displayed

a)  B  B  P  B  B  I  B  B  P  . . .

b)  B  B  P  B  B  P  B  B  P  . . .

c)  B  B  P  B  B  P  B  B  P

d)  B  B  P  B  B  P  B  B  P

Figure 12  Illustration of frame dependencies that are
broken if frames are missing.  Bold characters represent
frames will be rendered incorrectly if the frame crossed
out is missing.   The “…”  signif ies that the remaining
frames in the GOP will be incorrectly decoded.  A
missing I frame (a) will cause the previous two B
frames and all remaining frames in the GOP to be incor-
rect.  A missing P frame (b) will cause the previous two
B frames and all remaining frames in the GOP to be
incorrect.  If the first of two consecutive B frames is
missing (c), it will be incorrect.  Similarly, if the second
B is missing (d), it will be incorrect as well.
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frames.  Recall that most of the frames that are dropped by the protocol are a full sequence in the

GOP (except the I frame).  Although, the video may appear to pause, there is a minimum of

“blocking” effect, which occurs when random frames in the sequence are missing.  The data for

the algorithm with adaptation includes frames that were dropped by the protocol, which are not

actual broken dependencies, since they merely pause the video.  However, these frames may be

considered a factor in the measurement of quality, although they are not as strong a factor as ac-

tual broken dependencies.

It can also be seen that, for low levels of congestion, no adaptation produces less incorrect

frames.  This occurs because the protocol reacts to the reduction in data flow before the network

drops frames.  The amount of data is purposely reduced in order to save bandwidth in anticipation
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of further congestion.  However, in this case, the congestion does not occur and the algorithm is

slightly ambitious.

Figure 14 shows the actual broken dependencies.  It can be seen that the number is small.  For

example, at a baud rate of 12000, the number frames that are incorrectly displayed is 381.  How-

ever, only 10 of those were a result of incorrect dependencies.

7.3 Varying Check Time and Slot Time

The following experiments were performed to find the values of the parameters to the protocol

(buffer time, check time and slot time) that produced the best results.  Although the parameters
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will give slightly different results for different video sequences, they provide a general measure

of good values for the parameters.

The check time and slot time where varied to investigate the effects on number of missed and

dropped frames.  Missed frames are frames that were never received by the client (dropped by the

network) and dropped frames are frames dropped by the protocol (only packet headers arrived

with no payload).  Video sequences were tested using three different slot times (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5

sec) and the number of missed or dropped packets were recorded for different check times (4.0 to

7.0 sec).  Each was run with a buffer time of 8.0 sec and a network baud rate of 10000 bps.

7.3.1 Missed Frames

Figure 15 shows the results of missed frames.  It can be seen that the number of missed frames

decreases for increase in check time for every slot time.  When the check time is high, the proto-

col can start to drop frames before the network does.  As the check time is decreased, the protocol
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does not react fast enough and the network starts to drop packets.  In general, the slot time of 1.5

sec had a higher number of dropped frames.  When the slot time is too large, the protocol cannot

react quickly enough to the decrease in buffer size.  Slot times of 0.5 and 1.0 sec produced mixed

results, which is partially do to the characteristics of the particular video sequence.

7.3.2 Dropped Frames

Figure 16 shows the number of frames dropped by the protocol as check time is varied for the

same three slot times.  The general trend is for the number of dropped frames to increase as the

check time is increased.  This seems an obvious result of requesting that frames be dropped

sooner.  When the check time is relatively large, smaller decreases in the size of the buffer will

trigger the sending of messages for the server to start dropping frames.  The chart also shows that

the slot time of 0.5 sec generally produces the most dropped frames, with slot times of 1.0 and 1.5

sec producing similar results to each other.  This follows the same reasoning as above.  With the

Figure 16  Graph showing the number of dropped  frames with varying check time and slot
time.
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slot time relatively small, the protocol becomes very sensitive to changes in the buffer size.  Once

the first drop request is sent to the server, small decreases in the size of the buffer trigger further

requests.

7.4 Wait for Processed Requests

One further study was performed to answer the question of whether the protocol should respond

to every change in the current slot, or should wait for previous messages to be processed before

issuing new messages to drop or add frames to the stream.  For example, if a drop message is sent

to the server and the size of the buffer drops enough to send another drop message before the ef-

fects of the first is observed, should the second message be sent?  The algorithm was altered to

only allow drop and add messages to be sent to the server if previous such messages had been

processed by the server and the client was observing the results.  This was achieved with the

drops field in the packet header.  The client maintained a record of how many drop requests were

currently issued.  Every time a drop message was issued, the record was increased by one and

decreased by one for each add message.  The server also maintained a similar value and placed it

in the drops header field.  The client could not issue any further messages until its current record

matched the value in the header.  The idea was to give the server some time to react to any

changes it must perform.

It was found that by not waiting for the server to respond to drop and add messages, better results

were achieved.  If the client waited for a drop or add message to process before sending the next

message, it took too long to get the confirmation in the header if many small frames were backed

up in the UDP receive buffers.  Since the protocol could responding quickly enough, the buffer

often drop lower.  When the request did finally get processed, the buffer may have decreased

passed several slots and the next message may request several drops at once.  This lead to de-

creased smoothness in the flow of data to the client.

7.5 Multiple Streams

The previous experiments were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the protocol for the

delivery of video.  However, most sessions will include both video and audio.  Therefore, it is

most interesting to observe how the protocol performs when both audio and video streams are

being transmitted.  As described in section 3.4, audio and video must be treated differently due to

the difference in human perception of various media types.  It is necessary to drop video before

audio to produce a minimum of annoyance to the user.  When congestion occurs, the dropping of
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video should relieve congestion so that the audio stream may be preserved.  Only if congestion is

so great that dropping a significant number of video frames does fully relieve the condition

should audio be dropped as well.

This experiment used the same MPEG video sequence as was used above, with the addition of the

GSM audio stream.  The two streams were sent over a PPP modem link at 28.8 baud rate.  (The

simulated network was not used because accurately modeling the interaction of multiple streams

within the operating system becomes complex.)  An audio packet was sent every 100 ms, which

contained 165 bytes of data.  Figure 17 shows the results of the experiment.  The number of

frames in the protocol buffers is shown with respect to time for both audio and video.  The buffer

time was set at 8.0 sec.  The video check time was 6.0 sec and the audio check time was 3.0 sec.

The slot time was 1.0 sec for each of the streams.

Figure 17  Graph comparing the number of frames for video and audio streams.  When the
number of frames in the buffer drops due to congestion, the dropping of video frames allows
both streams to recover and eliminates the need for audio frames to be dropped.
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For the video stream, the protocol dropped 640 frames and the network dropped 1 frame.  For

audio, however, neither the protocol or network dropped any frames.  It can be seen that when the

number of frames in the video buffer decreased, the audio buffer decreased also.  The dropping of

video frames was enough to relieve the congestion and allowed both the video and audio buffers

to increase again.  The number of audio frames never dropped so low that it was required that

they be dropped also.

7.6 Discussion

There is a trade-off when deciding what values to use for the check time and slot time.  If the

check time is high and the slot time is low, then more requests to drop frames are sent sooner (the

buffer hasn’ t decreased in size that much) and the network is not given time to possibly clear it-

self of congestion.  By letting the protocol drop frames earlier, we purposely eliminate frames

from the stream, which will cause the video player to have the illusion of pausing between (I)

frames.  On the other hand, if the slot time is larger and we let the number of frames in the buffer

drop too low, the playback quality may remain high for slightly longer, but the network will

eventually drop the packets at random and the display will be degraded.  Although both options

increase the number of dropped frames, the protocol drops the frames in the former and the net-

work drops the frames in the latter.  When viewing the video sequence in both cases, having the

video pause is better than letting the video quality degrade.  When playback is degraded, the im-

ages can become very “blocky” and it is difficult to observe the images clearly.  The protocol has

knowledge of which frames are more important and can make intelligent decisions as to what

frames can be eliminated from the stream with the least amount of visual defects.
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8 Future Work

The current implementation of the protocol was written in Java.  However, the MPEG decoder

was written in native code.  This makes the inclusion of the system into HTML web pages more

complicated, since the web browser cannot transmit the native code.  JMF will allow the playback

of audio and video sequences and will be incorporated into future versions of web browsers.  Cur-

rently, JMF does not support all the necessary functionality on the two major platforms, UNIX

and Windows NT.  Once JMF includes this support, it would be desirable to use these audio and

video players with the protocol.  This would eliminate the need for native code and would greatly

simplify the distribution of the protocol for use in web pages.

Future work should also consider smoothing the video to create less bursty traffic.  The transmis-

sion of the video could be smoothed over a number of frames.  The protocol would have to be

adjusted if this addition were to be added.  The protocol operates by observing the fluctuations in

the number of frames in the buffer.  Every time an application reads data from the buffers, the

determination is made as to the current state of the system.  By smoothing the video, frames

would not be sent at regular intervals and the buffer size would begin to vary, even if congestion

was not present.  However, if the check of the buffers was made only after the number of frames

that were to be smoothed was sent, the size of the buffer should be the same compared to no

smoothing.  This may reduce the response time of the protocol, since the network may actually be

congested, but the protocol may not be able to observe the condition until the smoothed frames

have been transmitted.  Therefore, the best number of frames to smooth would have to be deter-

mined.  However, this may lead to better allocation of bandwidth in the network and may result in

less congestion.
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9 Conclusions

The excessive amount of time required to download audio and video files has made video

streaming a popular alternative to reduce video startup latency.  Both lossless and lossy tech-

niques have been developed to stream video.  In this thesis, a new lossy technique was developed,

which delivers data in real time and adapts to problems in the network and at the server.  The

protocol attempts to be fair in its consumption of network bandwidth.  The implementation used

MPEG video and GSM audio as the forms of media.  However, the protocol is not limited to

these media forms; different media types may be added to the framework to allow the streaming

of a diverse range of media.

Ease of distribution is a key factor in acceptability of such a protocol.  With this goal in mind, the

implementation was written in Java.  However, the MPEG decoding engine required native meth-

ods to provide the speed necessary to decode frames.  The inclusion of JMF in future versions of

web browsers will eliminate the need for native code and will enable transparent distribution of

the protocol.  Therefore, future work should include using the JMF software decoders with the

protocol.

Studies were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the protocol.  It was found that the proto-

col reduced the number of visual defects when compared to the system running without the ad-

aptation algorithm operational.  When the algorithm was turned off, the network dropped packets

at random, causing a reduction in video quality.  The algorithm was able to make more intelligent

decisions as to which frames should be dropped when congestion occurred.  Also, with the adap-

tation algorithm off, the number of frames in the protocol buffers remained low for almost the

entire video sequence.  The buffers run the risk of underflowing in this case.

Experiments were also performed to identify reasonable values for the parameters used in the

protocol.  The tests showed that buffer time = 8.0 sec, check time = 6.0 sec and slot time = 1.0 sec

produced the best overall results for the particular video sequence used.  Although these values

are somewhat specific to the characteristics of the particular video sequence, they provide ap-

proximate values for video sequences of this frame rate over a modem.  Video sequences travel-

ling over higher bandwidth connection may need to adjust the values.  For example, the buffer

time could be reduced, since congestion may be less likely to occur, thereby providing less la-

tency at startup.
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When using the protocol for both video and audio streams, the dropping of video frames was

found to relieve congestion so that dropping audio frames could be avoided.  The check time of

audio was set lower (3.0 sec) than the video check time (8.0 sec) to reduce the chance that audio

would be affected.  This is necessary due to the difference in sensitivity of the human senses.

It is critical that the continuous use of network resources required by streamed media not over-

load the capacity of the Internet.  The type of adaptive protocol described in this thesis will be-

come increasingly important as more network bandwidth is consumed by the transmission of

audio and video data.
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Appendix A

Class Diagrams

This appendix gives examples of some of the class diagrams in the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
The diagrams are presented to make the design of the system clearer and may also be used as a guide when
looking at the Java source code.

prefetch frames
synchronize streams
super.run()

Figure 15  UML diagram of MPEG video player.  Any input source may be used as a source
to the BufferedMPEGPlayer.  The input source is used by the BufferLoader to load data into
the SharedBuffer.  The MPEGPlayer then reads frames at a given rate and displays them in
the VideoWindow.  The MSPMPEGPlayer provides the data source from the MSP protocol
stream.

BufferedMPEGPlayer

BufferLoader

SharedBuffer

NullSynchronizer

StreamSynchronizer

run()

MPEGPlayer

VideoWindow

Canvas

MSPPlayer

MSPMPEGPlayer

<<interface>>

Synchronizer
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prefetch frames
synchronize streams
AudioPlayer.start()

BufferedGSMPlayerMSPGSMPlayer

DecoderBufferLoader

SharedBuffer

run()

Figure 16  UML diagram of GSM audio player.  Any input source may be used as a
source to the BufferedGSMPlayer.  The input source is used by the DecoderBufferLoader
to decode GSM format audio data to µ-law format and load the data into the
SharedBuffer. The MSPGSMPlayer provides the data source from the MSP protocol
stream.

MSPPlayer

NullSynchronizer

StreamSynchronizer

<<interface>>

Synchronizer
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Figure 17  UML diagram of the server side.  The ServerMediaManager class is
notif ied of events from the Controller.  The FormatPacker creates the datagram
packets and they are sent via the Transport class.  If the session includes both audio
and video streams, the StreamSynchronizer will start sending of the two streams at the
same time.

<<interface>>
Observer

update()

ServerMediaManager

update()
run()

FormatPacker

MPEGPacker GSMPacker

Controller

Transport

StreamSynchronizer

update(arg) {
  switch(arg) {
    Controller.VSP_RECV:
    . . .
    Controller.VSP_DROP:
    . . .
  }

}

while (!finished) {
  sendNextFrame();
  delay();
}
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Figure 18  UML diagram of specific packer classes for audio and video.  New classes may
be added to the framework to read from sources other than files.
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PacketHistory

FormatPacker

createMediaSource()

<<interface>>

MediaSource

GSMFileStreamMPEGFileStream

<<interface>>

MPEGSource

createM ediaSource()createM ediaSource()

return new M PEGFileStream return new GSMFileStream
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Figure 19  UML diagram of client side.  The DataSource creates the connection to the
server through the MSPSourceStream.  Both the control (Controller) and data
(Transport) sockets are created.  The appropriate MediaManager (audio or video,
depending on what factory is installed) is created.  After the handshake, the data starts
to be sent by the server.  The MediaManager delegates to the BufferTracker,
MediaBuffer and Statistics for critical operations of the protocol.  It also gets notif ied
when the Controller receives round trip time responses and forwards then to the RTT
class.  Applications that read from the protocol buffers may only read one frame of
data at a time, which is throttled by the Regulator.
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connect()
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start()

Controller

Transport

MediaManager

run()
update()
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update()

BufferTracker

MediaBuffer
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RTT

audio or video MediaManager

InputStream

MSPSourceStream

read()

read()

Regulator

return factory.newInstance()

regulator.waitForCredits();
mediaM anager.read();

prefetch frames
while (!finished) {
  receive packet
  write to buffer
}
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